Detection of site-specific positive Darwinian selection on pandemic influenza A/H1N1 virus genome: integrative approaches.
In the twenty-first century, the first pandemic novel human influenza A/H1N1virus (NIV) outbreak was reported at Mexico and USA on March and early April, 2009 respectively. The outbreak occurred among human populations due to the presence of meager or no immune response against newly emerged viruses. The success of vaccines and drugs depends on their low susceptibility to the formation of escape mutants in virus. Identification of excess, non-synonymous substitutions over synonymous ones is a main indicator of positive Darwinian selection in protein-coding genes of NIVs. The positive Darwinian selection operating on each site of proteins were inferred by computing ω, the ratio of the non-synonymous/synonymous substitutions [dN/dS (or) Ka/Ks], which was calculated by three different methods in terms of codon-based maximum likelihood, branch-site and empirical Bayesian methods under various models. Totally, nine sites from PB2, PB1, HA, M2 and NS1 are inferred as positively selected. The function for amino acid sites of NIVs proteins under positive selection are inferred by comparing the sites with experimentally determined functionally known amino acid sites. Completely 4 positively selected sites of PB1, HA and M2 are found to be involved in B-cell epitopes (BCEs). Interestingly, most of these sites are also involving in T-cell epitopes (TCEs). However, more sites under positive selection forces are involved in TCEs than those of BCEs. Amino acid sites engaged in both BCEs and TCEs should be measured as highly suitable targets, because these sites could induce the strong humoral and cellular immune responses against targets.